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HENNESSY 8M SHELTER
Product Code: SFD118



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The Hennessy Shelter is our top selling shelter. A
versatile and modular design that can offer shelter
for numerous external needs such as bicycle
parking, scooter parking, motorcycle parking, waiting
areas and smoking/vaping areas.

As standard it comes galvanised in 4m bays. The
design is easily expanded in multiples of 4m and can
be powder coated in a range of colours. The shelter
roof and sides (optional) are clad using clear
polycarbonate sheeting. Coloured Plastics and
alternative material options are available such as
corrugated steel.

Bike Shelter
Each 4 m unit can provide cover for up to 10 bikes.
Our recommended cycle stands include the
Sheffield toast rack, Root fixed Sheffield Cycle
Stand, or Surface Mounted Sheffield Cycle Stand
.

Scooter Shelter
SFD offer a range of scooter racks that are
compatible with the Hennessey shelter. Our best
value version is the Budget Scooter Rack

Motorcycle Shelter
We recommend the use of a hoop barrier for
motorcycle parking.
Speak to our team for a full range of available
motorcycle stands.

Smoke/vape Shelter
Options include a range of cigarette bins and
seating such as our anti vandal bench

If your available space cannot exceed 4m we would
recommend the Hennessy XL Shelter to double the
cycle parking spaces with our Everest Double
Decker Cycle Rack 

All our Shelters can be manufactured to be
BREEAM compliant.

*Please note this product arrives flat packed and
will require experience to build and install.
Appropriate groundworks and foundations must
be prepared before installation. Contact our
team for more information and installation
guides. 

SPECIFICATIONS

Weight 429.00 kg

Length 8120mm

Width 2300mm

Height 2200mm

Fixing Surface Mounted

Material Steel

Colour Galvanised
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